Meeting Objectives:

1. To gain a better understanding about the different SPE Workgroups.
2. To begin conversations about engaging SPE Consortium agencies and partners.

Agenda

I. Greetings and Introductions
   Patti Migliore Santiago leading

II. Review Agenda, Objectives, Staffing Updates
   Alicia Hughes and Patti Migliore Santiago
   - DBHR staffing updates (get a list)

III. Announcements
   All
   - Eva Westley is now lead on WSIPP Marijuana evaluations associated with I-502.
   - Frances from DOH: TVPP Hired Social justice specialist Jacob Delbridge

IV. Prescription Workgroup Presentation
   Alicia Hughes / Erika
   - CPWI communities – multiple instances of evidence based programing
   - Strategy 1: New SOR grantees
     - Tribal Prevention Grants – New Opioid Tribal Workgroup
   - Strategy 2: Promote prescriber best practices
     - Created new online e-courses for anyone who needs a presentation on prescription.
       - Check with Jamie about oncology focus (suggestion from Patti)
   - Strategy 3: Increase the use of Prescription Monitoring Program to increase safety.
     - Getting PMP data into data books for CPWI
   - Strategy 4: Educating the risk of opioid addiction to public
     - Region 10 Opioid Summit was a success, according to survey
     - Starts with One
   - Strategy 5: Promoting safe storage and disposal
     - Take Back successes
   - Strategy 6: Limiting illegal opioid access.
     - Moving to electronic prescriptions only
   - Workgroup Updates – met last week to establish goals and determine new strategies
     - May be eliminating the word “abuse” from their name.
   - Highlighted upcoming conferences. Region 10 Summit: August 10-13th window.
   - State Partners Slide – Questions?
     - Rachael Meade – adding some details about the CDC grant, 4.3 million for prevention and surveillance, working with 12 partners to develop additional strategies.
     - Suggestion of a map that could be used to track our funding and st

V. Legislative Reports
   Patti Migliore Santiago facilitating

- Process for next meetings (March and May)
  - March will be a more of a wrap-up since session will be nearly over
  - Liz Wilhelm, WASAVP – 25 bills to start with, alcohol expansion, marijuana expansion, sharp disposal, etc.
  - Welcomes any reviews or suggestions. Priorities list will be sent along with meeting notes.
  - Mandi Paradise – None
Alicia Hughes – SB6191 HYS issues, reported by Sara Cooley-Brochardt, alcohol, marijuana access looking to be increased. No opioid bills yet. Starting this Wednesday we have weekly legislative calls. If you are looking for a specific bill, let us know we can discuss at these meetings.

Frances DOH (with Sara and Letty in support) – Governor’s supplemental budget is supporting some tobacco measures, but still low overall. Budget specifically funds programing for 18-20 year olds. New program to track vapor products. Enhanced legislation to address vapor products: HB2454, SBS254. High Level Summary: Flavor vapor product ban, nicotine limits, ingredient disclosure, new DOH authority on labeling, new vapor manufacture license, etc. NON THC ONLY! There is another one for THC vapor that is much smaller in scope. FDA announcements about T21 have caused a lot of confusion. No direct instructions from FDA as of yet, but our own T21 process continues. Public Health Law Center review shows that this includes all jurisdictions, including tribal territory and military. FDA restrictions to flavored, cartridge based vapor products will be increasing enforcement and clarification.

Pam Festal, DCYF – No report

Sara, LCB - HB2235 alcohol access at sports entertainment, 2192 liquor at Air B&B, HB2263 removing residency barrier for MJ license, HBCBD allowed into food

VI. Engagement of vacant agencies/partners

American Indian Health Commission
- Frances, TVPP works with Jan Olmstead there. Has talked to them about partnerships before.
- Contact Lucy Mendoza with HCA to coordinate

Asian Pacific American Affairs – Chewy offered to reach out.

African American Affairs need to be on the list. – Chewy offered to reach out.

OTA, Office of Tribal Affairs - ?

HIDTA – Contact, Steve Freng

Washington State Patrol - ?

Hispanic Affairs Commision – Chewy also has contacts on this commission.

LGBTQ+ Commission – Erika will reach out to Manny Santiago, new point of contact

WSU Extension, 4-H – Isaac will contact Emily Killeen

VII. Workgroup Updates

WHY Coalition – Sara: Meeting monthly, getting goals and partner engagement settled. Started to talk more about CBD, specifically public education. April is 4/20, so what happens on 4/20? Start Talking Now has new videos posted. Communications team is rolling along. Now have Zoom access, which should hopefully expand access to training and resources.

Mental Health WG – No report

Tobacco and Vapor Products WG – Frances: New structure involves subcommittees which are assigned to individual items on the action plan. They are also creating individual equity subcommittees. This should create more opportunities for people to be involved. The biggest challenge is finding leads for each committee as everyone is very busy.

Pregnant and Parenting Individuals – No report

Young Adults and Marijuana Prevention Workgroup – No report

VIII. Next Meeting is March 9th; 1-4 PM – Topic Suggestions

New partner presentations (hopefully)

TVPP get some SOR funding March 2nd and March 6th Tobacco Free training in SeaTac. Trainings can and should be added to master calendar, which Sara offered to curate, as well as

Ongoing Schedule: With the Strategic Planning work completed, we are resuming our normal schedule:
- Second Monday of every other month: 1-4 PM